
Infragistics Silverlight 13.2 –  

Service Release Notes – November 2013  

 

Raise the Bar on Both Business Intelligence and Web UI with Infragistics Silverlight Controls. 

Infragistics Silverlight controls provide breadth and depth in enabling developers to bring modern, trend-setting applications to 

market while shortening development time. If you need gesture/touch support, dynamic themes, and lightning fast performance in 

one Silverlight package, look no further. 
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Installation 

Downloading 
Download Infragistics Ultimate here. 

Installation 

Prerequisites 

Before you install Infragistics Ultimate, make sure you have the following: 

 

Prerequisite Description 

Silverlight 5 Download and Install Silverlight 5 Developer Runtime for Windows 

from Microsoft© website.  

 
 

 

What’s Changed 

Components Product Impact Description 

Combo Editor Bug Fix Last item in the xamComboEditor control is cut off 

Combo Editor Bug Fix Adding fake assembly crashes the application. 

http://www.infragistics.com/
http://www.silverlight.net/downloads
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Context Menu Bug Fix Opacity not being applied correctly 
 
Notes: 
Added AllowsTransparancy property to XamContextMenu for WPF which sends the value to 
the popup hosting XamContextMenu. 

Data Chart Bug Fix MetroDark - The StackedSeries has a light gray outline on one of the stacked fragement series 
which makes it look odd 

Data Chart Bug Fix Marker doesn’t show correctly in StackedFragmentSeries, when there are Double.NaN values. 

Data Tree Bug Fix Node cannot be dragged when the control is loaded via System.Addin 

Date Time Bug Fix Pasting text into dateinput editor causes erroneous conversion 
 
Notes: 
Fixed a paste issue in date time input when using mask of where one of the date-time sections 
is literal, such as in the mask "dd/mm/yyyy hh:00". 

Day View Bug Fix When double clicking on the right most calendar, which is partially visible, an appointment for 
the wrong calendar is created. 

Drag and Drop Framework Bug Fix NullReferenceException is thrown when start dragging and the drop targets are virtualized. 

Gantt Bug Fix [MetroDark]RowSelector is not visually selected when MetroDark theme is applied 

Gantt Bug Fix [MetroDark]Multi cell/row selection is overlapping the border of the first cell 

Gantt Bug Fix CellControl TextBox does not pick TextBox Syle when modifying values 

Grid Bug Fix Top border line is missing in bottom filter row/summary row/ add new row in IG theme 

Grid Bug Fix Missing top border summary row when data is grouped 

Grid Bug Fix Improper cell styling when conditional formatting is used 
 
Notes: 
Bug Fix 

Grid Bug Fix Switching between IME when writing in a TextBox inside a Popup does not act correctly 
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Grid Bug Fix Cannot read GroupColumns in the grid 
 
Notes: 
Better title for this issue would be "XamGrid throws DuplicateKeyException after a group 
column is removed and then added again." 

Grid Bug Fix Horizontal scrollbar does not work correctly 
 
Notes: 
Fixed! 

Linear Gauge Bug Fix Title's Width is not considered in arranging the layout 

Pivot Grid Bug Fix Clicking the filter indicator makes the UI freeze 

Rich Text Editor Bug Fix Cell selection is not selecting the inner table 
 
Notes: 
Resolved an issue where nested table cells were not being selected when the enclosing parent 
table cell was selected. 

Rich Text Editor Bug Fix UseLegalNumberFormat in LevelDefinition is not working when having lists 

Rich Text Editor Bug Fix Cells selection in a row is done  not until the cursor intersects the next cell in the row if the cell 
contain text with style 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue where selecting text in table cells did not always transition into 'full cell select' 
mode when using the mouse to perform the selection. 

Rich Text Editor Improvement Pressing tab when custom list indicator is selected is doing wrong selection 

Rich Text Editor Bug Fix The right border of a table is not visible when a new line in the table is created 
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Rich Text Editor Bug Fix Multiple selection is not working correctly in table 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue that resulted in an improper selection when IsMultiSelectEnabled = true and a 
mousedrag-initiated additional selection operation was performed inside a table. 

Rich Text Editor Bug Fix Changing the Uri of a hyperlink in HyperlinkExecuting event is not automatically adding 
http/https 
 
Notes: 
Fix an issue where a Uri modified by code in a HyperlinkExecuting event handler was modified 
in a way that failed to include an http:// or https:// protocol prefix.  The XamRichTextEditor 
now correctly prepends the missing protocol prefix. 

Rich Text Editor Bug Fix Replace is not starting selection and replacement after the position of the caret 
 
Notes: 
Resolved an issue in the FindReplaceManager where replacing the current FindMatch was not 
always honoring the Caret position to determine which FindMatch to replace. 

Rich Text Editor Bug Fix WPF XamRichTextEditor does not recognize any of the framework's built-in 
ApplicationCommands 

Rich Text Editor Bug Fix Indicators selection is visible after pressing Ctrl+A 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue where selected list indicators would continue to appear selected after pressing 
CTRL+A to 'select all'. 

Rich Text Editor Bug Fix FindCriteria should be reqired parameter in Find methods because null value is not allowed 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue that resulted in a NullReferenceException when the XamRichTextEditor's 
FindReplaceManager.FindInSpans was called with a null FindCriteria. 
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Rich Text Editor Bug Fix Incorrect caret position when selecting a numbered/bulleted list item, and press Right arrow 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue where the Caret would be misplaced after pressing SHIFT+End to select the 
contents of a line and then pressing the right arrow. 

Rich Text Editor Bug Fix Selection highlight stops in the spacing between paragraphs. 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue where the height of the selection highlight was not reflecting the space added 
before/after a paragraph when the first or last line in the paragraph was part of the selection. 

Rich Text Editor Bug Fix Unable to type new text in an empty line when TextUpdateMode = Overwrite. 
 
Notes: 
Resolved an issue which caused paragraph marks to be overwritten when the TextUpdateMode 
was set to 'Overwrite' and the Caret was positioned at a paragraph mark. 

Rich Text Editor Bug Fix Borders resizing indicator stops showing after changing the theme in run-time and an 
exception is thrown after resizing attempt. 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue in Silverlight where hovering the mouse over a table border after changing the 
control's template would raise an exception. 

Rich Text Editor Bug Fix Exiting sub/super script when there's no selection doesn't work. 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue which caused the toggling of character formatting to stop working after toggling 
character formatting when positioned at the first character of a word and typing characters.  
Subsequent toggling would not work until the caret position was explicitly changed. 

Rich Text Editor Bug Fix Up/Down navigation with arrows is not working correctly at the end of a paragraph 
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Schedule Bug Fix The active category indicator is not styled in the Metro/MetroDark theme 

Schedule Bug Fix The category combo box in the Metro theme is not visually styled in Silverlight the same as 
WPF 

Slider Bug Fix MinDate is not set when dropping the control, also if set 0001-01-01 it disappers 

TreeMap Bug Fix Unable to add xamTreemap to the design surface 

 


